iD14
HIGH PERFORMANCE USB AUDIO INTERFACE

GET CREATIVE
- WORLD CLASS AUDIENT MIC PRES
  2 x Class-A Console Microphone Preamplifiers
- PRISTINE CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY
  High Performance Burr-Brown Converters
- PLUG IN AND PLAY
  1 x Discrete JFET DI Instrument Input
- CONSOLE STYLE MONITOR CONTROL
  Mono, polarity, cut, talkback & cue mix etc
- THE REVOLUTIONARY ScrollControl
  Control your DAW & plug-ins with our virtual scroll wheel
- GROWS WITH YOUR NEEDS
  Expand with 8-channel ADAT input for 10 channels

BUS POWERED
10 in | 4 out

connect with us.
facebook.com/audient
twitter.com/audientworld
youtube.com/audienthampshire

www.audient.com
iD14 delivers the audio performance of a large format console in a compact and elegant desktop package. iD14 provides a pair of world-class Audient console mic pres, class-leading Burr-Brown converter technology, console style monitor control, JFET DI and the revolutionary ScrollControl mode. With its versatile feature set and intuitive layout, iD14 will become the hub of your studio in no time.

Features include:

- 2 x Class-A Audient Console Mic Preamplifiers
- 2-in / 4-out High Performance Burr-Brown Converters
- 10 Inputs on USB when fully expanded via ADAT
- 1 x Discrete JFET DI Instrument Input
- iD ScrollControl Mode
- Main Speaker Output
- Independent Class-AB Headphone Output
- Full Monitor Control Functionality [software controlled]
- Low Latency DSP Mixer
- Hand milled knobs and all-metal construction
- USB2.0 Bus Powered

We are the only company that use the same Class-A mic pre design throughout our entire product range, whether you’re in the studio with an Audient console or on the road with iD14, you’re always guaranteed the same world class Audient sound.

DSP LOW LATENCY MIXER APPLICATION
Quickly build monitor mixes & a separate artist cue mix

THE iD BUTTON
Improve your workflow with DAW integration

CUSTOMIZABLE CHANNEL VIEWS
Maximise screen real estate

ASSIGNABLE TALKBACK INPUT
Talk to your artists quickly and clearly

SUPPORTS:
Apple Mac 10.7+
& PC Windows 7+